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Introduction
A seconda=3" objective of contract NASS-3_ldl is for R.E_[TECH to provide
base heating assessments, as required, to support Advanced Launch System (ALS)
preliminary launch vehicle zmd propulsion system design studies. The ALS propul-
sion systems integration working group meeting (No. 3) recently completed in San
Diego, Ca/J/ornia, focused attention on the need for base heating environment de-
termination to provide preliminary requirements for LOj/LH2 propulsion systems
currently being considered for ALS. R.E_[TECH was requested to provide these
environments for a range of possible propellant mixture and nozzle _rea ratios.
Base heating environments can only be determined as a function of altitude
when the engine operating conditions and vehicle base re,on geometry (engine
arrangement) are known. If time dependent environments are needed to assess
thermal loads, a trajectorymust also be provided. These parameters are not fixed
at this time since the ALS configttrationsand propulsion operating conditions are
varied and continue to be studied by Phase B contractors. Therefore, for this
study, a generalized LO2/LH2 system was selected by R.E.'v[TEC]K along with a
vehicle confi_.rationconsistingof a seven engine-booster and a three-engine core.
."vISFCprovided _nlidancefor the selection.
R.E_ITECH a/so selecteda limited number of body points on the boos{er and
core vehicles and engines for the environment estimates. Environments at these
locations are representative of ma:dmum heating conditions in the base re,on
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and axe provided as a function of altitude only. Guidelines and assumptions for
this assessment, methodology for determining the environments, and preliminary
results are provided in this technics2 note. R.e_nements in the environments will
be provided as the ALS design matures.
Propulsion System-
The first step in the analysis was the selection of' the propulsion system data
and configuration information germane to base heating.
For the propulsion system, thisincludes charnber conditions,throat or nozzle
e_t area, and length from &dxnbs2point to the nozzle e.'dt.The conditions selected
_.re:
Propellants: LO2/LIq'2
Chamber Pressure: 2250 psia
N_bcture Ratio: 5.5 and 6.0
Throat Diameter: 12.9 inches
Nozzle Area l_tio: 35, 45, and 60
Length f_om Gimbs2 to Nozzle Exit: 150" for A/A, = 35
185" for .%/A. = 45
240" for A/A. = 60
Propulsion ex.haust products and properties at different expansion ratios were
determined for this system at both mixture ratios by the CEC code, Ref. 1.
Configuration
A mated configuration consisting of_a three-engine core vehicle and seven-engizie
booster was selected as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Both the booster and core
elements were assumed to be 360 inches in diameter for the main propellant tanks
with the main thrust frame for both elements in the same plane. Both elements
were assumed to have a cylindricalaftskirtattached to the thrust fzarne,extending
aft approximately 96 inches.
For the booster, the seven engines were arranged as shown in Fig. 2 with six
engines equally spaced around a center engine. Centerline-to-centerIine spacing
between engines was approximately 120 inches. The aft skirt extends midway
down the nozzle for the 35/1 area ratio nozzle as depicted in Fig. 2. A flat surface
2
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heat shield was assumed to connect all seven nozzles in a plane parallel to the
thrust frame and appro:dmstely 90 inches aft.
The core vehicle geometry and engine arrangement selected for the study is
shown in Fig. 3. The three engines are arranged in an equilateral triangle configu-
ration on a nozzIe centerline circle diameter of"approximately 100 inches. Aft skirt
and base heat shield geometry were assumed to be the same as the booster. One
engine of" the core vehicle was positioned in closest pro_dmity to the booster such
that the remaining two engines are equal distance from booster as shown in the
lower schematic of"Fig. 1.
Assumptions and Study Guidelines
For this study, vehicle f"orebody geometry and freestream flow effects on the
plumes and base heating environments were ignored since a trajectory was not
provided. A.Iso, the small di_erences in properties between the 5.5 and 6.0 mL-cture
ratio did not warrant separate studies; therefore, all computations were based upon
the 6.0 mixture ratio thermodynamic and transport data. In addition, the flowi:ield
changes and resultant environment shifts due to 9 degree _imbaling on all engines
were assumed to be relatively small and within the conserv'_fism dictated by the
methodology. This simpliilcafion produced study results for ali engines firing aft
with parallel burn assumed for both the booster and core.
Additional assumptions included all en_es firing at _ thrust, turbopump
ex.haust disposal and burning occurring in the nozzle, and no mass or energy
additions to the base flow from flow deflectors, vents, etc. in the aft skirt or heat
shield.
Guidelines for the study (provided by MSFC) were to determine environments
at critical base locations at several altitudes from sea level to 100,000 f.eet. Three
cases were to be tuvestigated.
Case h
Case 2:
Case 3:
All booster and core engines had nozzles
with k/k. = 35
All booster and core en_.nes had nozzles
with A/A. = 45
All booster and core engines had nozzles
with A/A. = 60
J
In addition, a hybrid case with booster engine at k/k. = 35 and core engines at
k/k. = 60 was also of interest. Engine minute ratio variation was assumed _o
3
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be within the overall accuracy of the study, as mentioned previously, and was not
considered.
]Body Point Selection
R.EMTECH selected seven locations on the booster and nine locations on the
core as points for which environments would be determined. These locations are
shown in Figures 4 and 5 for the booster and core respectively. As much as
possible, the locations were selected where maximum heating to the engine nozzle,
base heat shield, and aft skirt would occur. Obviously, aft facing locations on the
nozzle and aft skirt trailing edge are likely to receive maximum radiation since
they have unobstructed views of several plumes. Ma.ximum convection may also
occur on the nozzle; however, it will be much later in flight; historically at altitudes
around 100,000 feet when peak reeircultion occurs. Typical locations of interest
on the base heat shield for convective heating were selected to demonstrate pea&
interior heating, vent plane heating, and average exterior (to the engine circle)
heating. Body point notation is a two letter plus numerical designation; the first
letter refers to either booster or core and the second letter refers to nozzle, base
heat shield, or skirt: e.g. - BN2 is the second point on the booster nozzle.
Prediction Methodology
The base heating environment consists of radiative and convective components.
Infrared radiation from the rocket ex.haust plumes varies strongly with surface posi-
tion as views of the plumes from the surface and shading by other surfaces change.
In contrast, the convective heating environment, resulting from reversed plume
boundary layer gases, is essentially constant over relatively wide areas. Both heat-
hag modes are basically a fiZlaction of altitude with flight-tlme effects also entering
through variations in engine chamber pressure. In this section, the radiative and
convective components prediction methodology will be discussed independently.
Plume B.adiation Methodology
The methodology was based on scaling of existing SSM_E plume property data
where this was suitable. In other cases, extrapolations of these results were made
using simplified plume models to cover the full range of nozzle area ratios aa8 base
configurations considered.
4
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Errata
Because of the availability of SS_LE plumes for scaling, the radiation predictions
for the ALS were all made using a mixture ratio (LO2/LH2) of" 6.0. This mLxture
ratio is expected to produce higher radiation than a mixture ratio of 5.5 because it
produces higher temperatures, pressures (for a given area ratio), and water-vapor
mole fractions. Although the lower mixture ratio has a greater fraction of LH2 for
afterburning, this is not expected to offset the greater radiation potential of the
higher mixture ratio.
One-dirnensional, equilibrium predictions inclicated that the area ratio 60 noz-
zle and the SSM]_ have nearly identicd exit pressures, so the shock structure is
expected to be similar. However, because of the lower chamber pressure of the
A.LS engines, the plume temperature will be slightly higher when expanded, to any
pressure. Therf'ore, the SS_I'E_ plumes at sea level, 20 1dr and 40 ldt were scaled to
increase temperature by 6 percent and lengths by 10 percent to simulate the area
ratio 60 ALS eng_e. Variations with Mtitude used the adjustment functions [2]
normally applied for the Space Shuttle.
Extrapolation to other area ratios were made using idealized inviscid plumes
with the properties from 1-D equilibrium predictions. These were combined with
judgements of a£terburnkng e/_ects based on the scaled SSRI_ plumes f.or the area
ratio 60 ALS nozzles with the core of" the plume removed to emphasize the _ter-
burning.
i
Convective Base Heating Methodolo_"
Convective heating from rec_cu.lated plume gases is not determined by a rig-
orous computational procedure or computer code, but relies on judicious scaling
and application of"existing flight and model data. For this study, which considered
only LO:_/L]_z propulsion systems, the prediction methodolog7 relied heavily on
Saturn I/S-IV stage, Saturn V/S-II stage, and Shuttle Orbiter flight data. Model
data trends for clusters of en_ues and various chamber conditions were also used
in the analysis.
Data from the LO_/L]K2 database were arranged to show the effects of" chamber
pressure, nozzle area ratio, and base region vent area (nozzle spacing) on maximum
heating. From these trend curves, individual scaling f.actors were determined to
account for each parameter of the ALS en_ne performance or base geometr7 which
d._ered from a known, measured enironment; in this case, convective heating to
the Shuttle SSM_ nozzle. Using these factors in series it was possible to "adjust
the Shuttle data to conditions under investigation for the ALS.
Additional corrections to the Shuttle adjusted environment were made from
5
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generalized trends evident in the global base heating database possessed by ILEMTECII.
For example, axial variations in heating along the nozzle and radial variations in
heating across the heat shield were avaLlable from distribution curves extracted
from the database and normalized to nozzle exit diameter or engine spacing. Ef-
fects of heat shield position and agt skirt length were also determined from the
database trends.
No attempt was made, at this time, to define the plumes at different altitudes
and visually assess plume interactions. Instead, "other flight data with a variety of
nozzle spacings were utilized to estimate the onset of recirculation, the altitude of
maximum convective heating, and the altitude of initial choked flow in the base.
These three critical altitudes were determined for both the booster and core engine
spacing at each of the three nozzle sizes under consideration. In general, the onset
o£ recirculation varied from 40,000 to 80,000 feet depending on the configuration
and nozzle area ratio. Peak convection usually occurred around 100,000 feet and
choked base flow is established above 150,000 feet.
Curves of cold wall convective heating rate were determined as a function o£
altitude for each of the booster and core body points by smoothing through the
estimates at the three critical altitudes. A single value of base gas recovery tem-
perature applicable to all base region surfaces was also estimated from correlations
with nozzle exit P,.eynolcls number and previous flight experience. Maz:_um gas
temperature in either the'booster or core base is expected to be about 2900°P_ or
approximateIy 45 percent of the chamber temperature.
r-
Results
R,adiation and convective base heating environments have been determined
sepatately and are presented in tabular form as a function of altitude. Separate
environments were determined for the booster and core body point for each of the
three LO=/LH= nozzle area ratios of interest.
The radiation resu/ts for the core and booster vehicles ate presented in Tables
1 and .2 for the base heat shield CB1/3 and BB1/3, the nozzle lip CN1/2 and
BN1/2, and the skirt around the base CS1/2 and BS1/2. Characteristics of the
radiation to each componeng wilI be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Experience on the Space Shuttle heat shield has indicated that the higher rates
occur outside the engine circle because of shading by the nozzles in the center of
the duster. This effect is not expected to be as pronounced on the ALS Core
vehicle analyzed because of the _eater relative spacing between engines. As the
engine area ratio is reduced, the base has a better view of the plumes and the
_jJ
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rates are predicted to increase slightly. For the configuration chosen for analysis,
points dewing the plume from the base aspect are most _ected by the plume size
and _fterb_g rather than the shock structure close to the nozzle. The high
area-ratio nozzles are relatively far from the base and the shock structure will be
be relatively shaded from the base. P_adlatlon for the ALS booster conilgnration
studied, increases slightly relative to the core vehicle because of ihe increased
number of plumes and the tighter duster.
The _t facing nozzle lip (Point N1) is sensitive to all aspects of the plume
radiation since it has a good view of all of the plumes. It will tend to increase as a
function of the temperature and pressure of the adjacent gas at the nozzle exit and
with the reduction in distance to adjacent plumes. In the case of high area-ratio
nozzles, the adjacent gas is relatively cool and low pressure, but the Mach disk
occuring a short distance downstream is an intense radiation source. The results
indicate a reduction with decreasing area ratio because of the weakening of the
Mach disk and an increase in distance to adjacent plumes because of the smaller
exit size. In the case of the ALS booster vehicle, the rates increase slightly because
of the closer engine spacing.
The lateral facing surface at the nozzle lip (point N2) sees only the adjacent
plume and has a better view of the region near the exit than the downstream
_terbumlng region. As a result it is sensitive to engine spacing and exit conditions.
It is likely to decrease rapidly as shocks weaken with increasing altitude.
Results for the two skirt points ($1 and $2) on the core vehicle indicated no sig-
niflcant sensitivity to area ratio, so the results show no area ratio effect. However,
the booster skirt is closer to the plumes than for the core vehicle con/_guration
analyzed, and the outboard engine spacing is closer. As a result, the booster rates
are higher and show a more signi/_cant shading effect as larger nozzles are used.
Cold wail convective heating rate and heat transfer coefficient plus base gas
recovery temperature are presented in Tables 3 through 8. Maximum convection
occurs on the center engine nozzle exit on the booster with the smallest nozzle
(A/A. - 35) as expected since the highest density reversed flow and more intense
recirculation are indicated. In general, the core vehicle convective heating is less
severe that the booster and has a shorter exposure to the recirculated flow. In-
creasing the nozzle exit ratio generally reduces the heating, although the reduction
is moderated by slightly earlier (lower altitude) recirculation since the nozzle ex-
its are in closer proximity. Base interior heating is more severe than peripheral
heating as expected.._ny significant change in geometry, engine arrangement, or
charnber condition could dramatically alter these results.
l:::_ _r',,_'r-_--'_ _ RTN 218-01
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Table 1: ALS Booster Incident Plume l_cllstlon Rates (Btu/sq-Fc-sec)
ALS BOOSTER
INCIDENT PLUME RADIATION RATES (Btu/sq-ft-sec)
35 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY POINT
BBI
BB2
BB3
BNI
BN2
BSI
BS2
I Ill IIIl.III II
ALTITUDE (k}'T)
o I 1o I 3o I so I lOO
_.o 6.6 4.8 2.s 1.3
7.0 6.6 4.8 2.5 1.3
7.9 7.4 4.5 2.3 0.7
21.0 18.0 11.7 9.2 7.0
10.5 9.0 4.5 3.5 3.0
13.4 12.0 6.2 4.2 1.6
3.7 3.3 1.5 0.8 0.6
45 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY POINT
BBI
BB2
BB3
BNI
BN2
BSI
BS2
o I
6.4
6.8
6.8
IIIIII_l
ALTI_DE (}_I'T)
1o I 3o I so 11oo
e.1 4.1 2.2 1._
6.4 3.7 1.9 i.I
6.4 3.7 1.9 i.I
28.0 24.0 12.0 8.5 6.0
14.0 12.5 4.9 3.5 3.0
10.8 9.8 5.2 3.5 1.4
3.0 2.7 1.2 0.7 0.6
60 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY POINT
BBI
BB2
BB3
BNI
BN2
ESI
BS2
ALTITUDE (k.F'r)
I lo 1"3o I so I 1oo
5.1 4.6 2.4 1.4 1.0
4.1 3.8 2.3 1.3 1.0
4.0 3.7 2.2 1.3 1.0
40.0 35.0 15.2 12.1 8.6
20.0 16.6 6.0 5.0 4.3
5.7 5.3 3.2 2.0 1.0
1.7 1.5 0.6 0.5 0.5
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Table 2: ALS Core lacident Plume R.adiation R.a_es (Btu/sq-f_-sec)
/
ALS CORE
INCIDENT PLUME RADIATION RATES (Btu/sq-ft-sec)
35 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY PO!%T
CBI
CB2
CB3
CNI
CN2
CN3
CN4
CSI
CS2
0
ALTITUDE (kFT)
I 1o I _o I 50 i loo
5.8 5.5 4.0 2.1 I.i
5.8 5.5 4.0 2.1 I.i
7.2 6.7 4.1 2.1 0.6
20.0 15.0 7.6 6.2 5.0
6.0 4.3 2.3 1.7 1.6
21.0 16.0 7.4 6.5 5.3
9.0 7.1 3.7 2.6 2.5
8.4 7.6 3.9 2.0 1.0
3.0 2.7 1.2 0.7 0.5
45 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY POINT
CBI
CB2
CB3
CNI
CN2
CN3
CN4
CSI
CS2
ALTn'UDECkFT)
11o 1301501100
5.6 5.3 3.6 1.9 i.I
5.6 5.3 3.6 1.9 1.1
6.8 6.4 3.7 1.9 0.5
25.0 18.0 8.0 6.2 5.0
8.0 6.0 2.4 1.7 1.6
27.0 21.0 10.2 7.3 5.9
11.5 9.5 3.7 2.6 2.4
8.4 7.6 3.9 2.0 1.0
3.0 2.7 1.2 0.7 0.5
60 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BODY POINT
CBI
CB2
CB3
CNI
CN2
CSI
CS2
ALTITUDE (_FT_0I lO I _o 11oo
5.3 5.0 3.4 1.8 1.0
5.3 5.0 3.4 1.8 1.0
6.5 6.1 3.5 1.8 0.5
30.0 27.0 i0.0 6.2 4.0
i0.0 8.2 2.6 1.7 1.5
8.4 7.6 3.9 2.0 1.0
3.0 2.7 1.2 0.7 0.5
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ATTACHMENT 9.2
RTN 218-02
I%EMTECH TECHNICAL NOTE
TITLE: Addendum to R.TN 218-01, "Preliminary Base Heating En-
vironments for a Generalized ALS LOj/LH2 Launch
Vehicle"
DATE: November 3, 1989
AUTHORS: Robert L. Bender and John E. l_eardon
CONTRACT NO: NAS8-39141
PREPARED FOP..: NASA/MSFC Induced Environment Branch ED-33
INTI ODUCTION
Preliminary environments for multiple points located in the base of a gener-
alized ALS LOj/Ltt: launch vehicle were specified in R.EMTEC_ Technical Note
R.TN 218-01, published October 19, 1989. Subsequent discussions with MSFC ED-
33 revealed a need to e.xpand the environment determination to include additional
locations on a "nacelle" type heat shield covering the engine power head as well as
a planar heat shield attached directly to the thrust frame. This addendum includes
these new environments in a format similar to the original publication.
ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES
The techniques and genera/ methodology reported in lq.TN 218-01 were a/so
utilized in this study. Engine arrangement and spacing were unchanged, and gim-
baling was not considered. The environments were determined as a function of
altitude with sepazate analyses required for radiation and plume induced convec-
tion.
1
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CONFIGURATION AND BODY POINT SELECTION
The aft skirt and heat shield surrounding the engine nozzles which were con-
sidered in 1R.TN 218-01 were removed for this later study. Individual nacelle heat
shields covering each engine power head were added to both the booster and core
elements as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. At the forward end of each nacelle, a heat
shield was added extending laterally throughout the base at the gimbal plane.
Body points at critical locations on the aft face sad sidewall of the nacelle were
selected for the analysis. Additional body points on the base heat shield were also
selected which correspond closely to the previous heat shield locations (reported in
KTN 218-01) when the heat shield was further aft. These body points are. shown
on the booster and core schematics in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
RESULTS
As stated previously, radiation and convective base heating environments were
determined separately and are presented in tabulaz form as a function of altitude.
Separate environments were determined for the booster and core body points for
each of the three LO2/LH2 nozzle area ratios of interest.
Predicted radiation rates for the Core sad Booster vehicles are presented in
Tables 1 and 2 for the base heat shield (CD-11/13 and BB-11/13) and the aft end
of the nacelle (CP-11/14 sad BP-11/16). Characteristics of the radiation will be
discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
The heat shield in this con.figuration is rather far forward of the nozzle e:dts.
and it is shaded in some aspects by the nacelles. The peak point on the booster
heat shield is higher than on the core vehicle because it can view more plumes,
but as the radius of the heat shield location is increased, the booster rate drops
relative to the core vehicle because views to the booster plumes become restrict'ed
by the relatively close spacing between outboard engines.
Radiation to the aft facing nacelle surfaces is slightly lower than previously
reported heat shield rates at the same station because the points are shaded by
being close to sa engine nozzle. Radiation rates to the lateral facing surfaces of
the nacelle are generally low because of the poor view of the plumes.
Cold wall convective heating r_te and heat transfer coef_cient plus base gas
recovery temperature are presented in Tables 3 through 8..ks expected, _he aft
corner surfaces of the nacelle facing inboard or toward an adjoining engine receive
significant convective heating Zl:om reverse plume flow stagnation conditions. The
base heat shield is su_ciently forwz_rd that the heating is attenuated; especlally
2
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since the removal of the aft skirt allows lateral relieffrom the reverse gases as
they penetrate forward into the base region. General trends previously noted in
B.TN 218-01 are also evident in the new environments_ i.e.,core vehicle convec-
tive heating is less severe than the booster and has a shorter exposure time to
the recirculated flow. Also, base interior heating is more severe than peripheral
heating.
J
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Table 1: ALS Booster Incident Plume _adlation _ates (BTU/sq-ft-sec)
BODY POINT ALTITUDE (kFT)
I o 1 lo I 30 i so I _oo
35 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
BB11 3.0 2.8 1.7 1.0 1.0
BB12 2.1 2.0 1.3 0.9 0.9
BB13 2.2 2.1 1.2 0.6 0.6
BP11 S.5 4.9" 2.5 1.1 1.0
BP12 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5
BP13 5.1 4.6 2.4 1.0 1.0
BP14 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5
BP15 3.8 3.6 1.7 1.0 0.8
BPI6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
45 NOZZLE AREA ._LTIO
BB11 2.7 2.5 1.5 0.9 0.9
BB12 1.8 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.8
BB13 2.0 1.8 1.1 0.6 0.6
BP11 S.O 4.S 2.3 1.0 0.9
BP12 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
BP13 4.7 4.2 2.2 0.9 0.9
BP14 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
BP15 3.S 3.3 1.6 0.9 0.8
BP16 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
60 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
b_
BB11 2.3 2.2 1.3 0.6 0.7
BB12 1.6 l.S 1.0 0.6 0.7
BB13 1.7 1.6 1.0 0.4 O.S
BPll 4.0 3.6 1.9 0.8 0.7
BP12 0.6 O.S 0.3 0.3 0.3
BP13 3.7 3.4 1.7 0.7 0.7
BP!4 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3
BP15 2.8 2.6 1.3 0.8 0.6
BPt6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
4
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Table 2: ALS Core Incident Plume R.adiation R.ates (BTU/sq-ft-sec)
BODY POINT ALTITUDE (kFT)
I 0 I 10 I 30 I 50 I 100
3S NOZZL£ AREA P_TrO
CB11 2.4 2.7 2.4 1.8 1.2
CB12 2.8 2.9 2.4 1.7 0.9
CB13 3.6 3.6 2.7 1.7 0.5
CP11 3.6 3.6 2.7 1.7 0.9
CP12 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5
CP13 3.7 3.8 3.2 2.2 0.9
CP14 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4
45 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
CBll 2.3 2.5 2.3 1.7 1.1
CB12 2.6 2.7 2.3 1.6 0.9
CB13 3.4 3.4 2.6 1.6 0.4
CP11 3.5 3.4 2.6 1.6 0.8
CP12 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5
CP13 3.S 3.7 3.1 2.1 0.8
CP!4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.3
60 NOZZLE AREA PATIO
CB11 2.1 2.3 2.1 1.6 1.0
CB12 2.4 2.5 2.1 1.4 0.8
CB13 3.1 3.1 2.3 1.4 0.4
CPll 3.3 3.3 2.5 1.5 0.8
CP12 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4
CP13 3.4 3.5 2.9 2.0 0.8
CP14 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3
5
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Table 6:
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM
COLD WALL CONVECTIVE 5ASE HEATING
CORE
eeeeeeeee_eeeeeeeeeeeeeee
A/A ° =35.0
L02-LH2 Engines - _cnamoe P= 2250 PSIA
ALT T_ I Booy PC: C_11 I Booy DO: C012 J Boay Dt: C_13 I Boay P:: CP _4 t
_= n 1 0¢ hc I o¢ ,c I 0¢ _c I 0c nc t
_o--3 I I I I I
o.o
1.4
3.4
5.5
6.3
6.4
6.3
6.1
5.5
4.6
3.9
3.5
3.1
:.8
2.6
86 2240
90 23_0
95 2390
_00 2465
105 2535
108 2575
110 2600
115 2655
_20 2710
130 2795
_40 2955
_50 2900
_60 2900
_70 2900
180 2900
.O00E°00
.7335-03
.1766-02
.2765-02
.304E-02
.303E-02
.2966-02
.2786-02
2466-02
t97_-02
1656-02
142E-02
1275-02
114_-02
1056-02
0.0
0.8
2.5
4.5
5.7
5.9
5.8
5.5
4.9
4.2
3.6
3.2
2.8
2.5
2.3
.000E-00
.435E-03
.130E-02
.223E-02
.2756-02
.279Eo02
.271E-02
.251E-02
.219E-02
179E-02
1526-02
1306-02
115E-02
103E-02
9336-03
0,0 .0006-00
0.5 .2756-03
_.6 .8298-03
2.9 ._4_-02
4.1 ._985-02
4.3 .2035-02
4.2 ._96_-02
4.1 .t875-02
3.6 .1608-02
3.1 .1346;02
2.7 .1_36-02
2.4 .9806-03
2.1 .8746-03
1.9 .782_-03
1.7 .712_-03
0.0
0.3
1.1
2.*"
3.3
3.;
3.5
3.5
3.2
2.6
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.4
.000E°00
.1586-03
.5708-03
103E-02
159£-0:
_138-02
_68_-02
_6:E-02
_42E-02
_3E-02
.947_-03
.802E-03
.7115-03
.6306-03
.571_-03
4LT Tr J 8OOy Pt: C911 I Booy at: C912 J 8ooy _: C813 J
et _ I 0¢ n¢ I 0c nc I Oc nc I
_o-,3 1 I I I
86 2240
90 23_0
95 2390
_00 2465
_05 2535
_08 2575
_0 2500
I_5 2655
_20 2710
_30 2795
_40 2855
_50 2900
_60 2900
_70 2900
_80 2900
0 0
0 2
0 5
0
I '7
6
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0006-00
8116-04
2595-03
5085-03
747E-03
8046-03
73tE-03
6836-03
59_E-03
480E-03
4125-03
340_-03
3066-03
2736-03
2566-03
0 0
0
0 3
0 7
0
Z
: I
I 0
0 9
0 "/
0 6
0 6
O 5
0.4
0.3
.O00E°O0
.54_5-04
.1546-03
.329E-03
.4828-03
.5676-03
4986-03
4565-03
3866-03
3156-03
2525-03
2246-03
t96_-03
_526-_3
t406-03
0.0
0 1
0 2
0 4
0 6
0 7
0 6
0 6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0006-00 :
54:_-04 !
_04_-03 I
_86_-03 t
265_-03 I
33_5-03 I
26_-03 I
2736-03 I
2_56-03 I
_626-03 I
129E-03 ]
I095-03 !
9_38-04 1
895[-0_
un4¢s FoP 0¢: 9TU/*t2-sec
units PoP nO: 6TU/F¢2-Se¢-=
9
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Table 7:
ADVANCED LAUNCH SVSTEM
COLD WALL CONVECTZVE 5ASE H[ATZNG
CORE
eei_iieeeeeeIeIeeIeeIeei
A/A m z45.0
L02-LH2 [ngtnes - _¢_amoe_= 2250 PSIA
ALT Tr J 5oOy _¢: CP11 J _OOy PC: C_12 J Boay Pt: CP13 1 6oay P:: CP14 1
_t R J OC hc J 0¢ nC J 0c nc I 0c hc i
_o..3 I I I I I
80 2145
85 2220
90 2310
95 2390
_00 2465
103 2510
110 2600
120 2710
1.30 2796
140 28S5
150 2900
180 2900
170 2900
180 2900
0.0 .O00E-O0
I. 2 .6825-03
3.0 .161[-02
4.8 .249[-02
5.8 .287=-02
5.9 .288[-02
5.7 .267[-02
5.1 .226[-02
4.3 82[-02
3.6 52[-02
3.2 32=--02
2.9 19[-02
2.6 085-02
2.4 005-02
0.0 O00E*O0
I 0 566E-03
2 4 128[-02
4 I 2125-02
5 3 2645-02
5 4 263[-02
5 2 244[-02
4 6 2035-02
3 9 165[-02
3 4 141[-02
3 0 122[-02
2.7 110E-02
2.4 I005-02
2.3 .926[-03
0.0 .000E*O0
0.7 .3985-03
1.7 .9065-03
2.g 150[-02
3.7 187[-02
4.0 195E-02
3.8 1785-02
3.3 1455-02
2.6 1188-02
2.4 101[-02
2.2 .8905-03
2.0 .8006-03
1.8 .726[-03
1.7 .678[-03
0.0 O00E-O0
0.5 2845-03
1.3 7045-03
2.2 117[-02
3.2 158E-02
3.3 161[-02
3.2 149E-02
2.7 121E-02
2.3 .9975-03
2.0 .643_-03
1.8 .7275-03
1.6 ,6585-03
_.5 .605[-03
1.4 .5685-03
lllllllllllllllillllllllllllilllllllllllilllillilllilllillillllll
ALT 7r J Booy PC: C511 I Boay PI: C512 I _ooy P_: C913 J
"¢ R I Oc _c I 00 nc I Oc _c I
_o*-3 I I I I
80 2145
85 222C
90 2310
95 2390
100 2465
103 2510
110 2600
t20 2710
130 2795
_40 2555
_50 2900
" _60 2900
170 2900
_80 2900
0.0 .00CE*00
0.2 .I_4[-03
0.7 .371E-03
1.1 .596E-03
1.6 .778[-03
1.7 .629E-03
1.5 .722E-03
1.3 .567[-03
1.0 .436[-03
0.9 .3868-03
0.8 .347[-03
0.7 .274[-03
0.6 .247[-03
0.6 .257[-03
0.0 .O00E-O0
O.T .565[-04
0.4 .218[-03
0.7 .363[-03
;.0 .463[-03
_.2 .565[-03
1.0 .446E-03
0.6 .377[-03
0.7 .319[-03
0.6 .2475-03
0.5 .200[-03
0.4 .179[-03
0.4 .166[wC3
0.4 .173[-03
0.0 ,O00E*O0
0.0 .000E-00
0.2 .135E-03
0.5 .259E-03
0.6 .323[-03
0.7 .337[-03
0.6 .302[-03
0.5 .2_8[-03
0.4 .161[-03
0.3 .1245-03
0.3 ._06_-03
0.Z .896[-04
0.2 .8405-04
0.2 .7315-04 '
units _oP 0¢: 67U/_t2-sec
units _or _c: BTU/ft2-sec-R
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T_ble 8:
ADVANCED LAUNCH 5YSTEU
COLD WALL CDNVECT:V5 6¢65 HEATXNG
C0R5
A/A e =60._
L02-LH2 5n91nls - Pc_ImDeP= 2250 oS_A
_LT T_ I 8oay _:: CDII I 8Day PC: C012 { _oay o:: C=,3 ( 5ocy _:: C_14 I
_t _ I 0¢ _c I D¢ _¢ I 0¢ _¢ I 0¢ _¢ I
_o"'3 I I ; J I
70 0
80 2125
85 2220
90 23_0
95 2390
100 2465
_05 2535
1_0 2600
120 2710
130 2795
140 2855
_50 2900
160 2900
170 2900
180 2900
0.0 .0005°00
1.5 .9035-03
2.6 .1485-02
4.t .2215-02
5.2 2725-02
5.5 2755-02
5.4 2605-02
5.1 2395-02
4.4 195[-02
3.8 1625-02
3.3 1385-02
3.0 1215-02
2.7 1095-02
2.4 .9?75-03
2.2 .889E-03
0.0 000E-00
1.2 71TE-03
2.2 1255-02
3.3 1795-02
4.6 2385-02
5.1 2545-02
5.0 241_-02
4.7 .217E-02
4.0 .1775-02
3.4 .1485-02
3.0 .1275-02
2.7 .112£-02
2.4 .9975-03
2.2 .9_4E-03
2.0 .837_-03
0,0 .0005-00
0.9 5125-03
1.6 9095-03
2.4 1325-02
3.3 171_-C2
3.7 1845-02
3.6 173_-_2
3.4 159_-02
2.9 1285-02
2.5 105_-02
2.1 .896_-03
1.9 .787_-03
1.7 .709_o03
1.6 .6535-C3
1.5 .6076-03
0.0 0005o00
0.6 3895-03
1.2 7105-03
2.0 I085-02
2.S !425-02
3.2 1605-02
3.1 149_-02
2.9 _385-02
2.4 1095-02
2._ .8915-03
1.8 .74T5-03
1.6 .6405-03
1.4 .5785-03-
1.3 .52?5-03
1.2 .5025-03
• LT T_ I Boay _t: C511 I 6Day _t: C812 I 5oOy _:: C5:3 I
_t _ I o¢ _c I o¢ _c I oc _¢ I
_o--3 I [ I I
70 0
80 2_25
85 2220
90 23:0
95 2390
_00 2465
105 2535
_0 2600
t20 2710
130 2795
_40 2855
t50 2900
_60 2900
:70 2900
I_0 2900
0.0 .O00E-0C
0.3 .1825-03
0.6 .3415-03
1.0 .5455-03
1.3 .674_-03
1.5 .7485-03
_.4 .675_-03
_.3 .8_75-03
1.1 .475E-03
1.0 .4_9E-03
0.9 .3735-03
0.8 .326_-03
0.6 .259_-¢3
O.S .239Eo03
0.6 .2355-03
0.0 .0005-00
0.2 .12_5-03
0.4 .2275-03
0.6 .33_5-03
0.8 .4_55-03
1.0 ,494_-03
0.9 .4345-03
0.9 .4085-03
0.8 .3385-03
0.7 .2835-03
0.6 .25;E-03
0.5 .22_5-03
0.5 ._965-03
0.4 .1665-03
0.4 ._565-03
0.0 000E-00
0._ 8235-04
0.2 1_45-03
0.4 2075-33
0.5 2595-03
-0.8 2995-03
0.5 .24_E-03
0.5 .2295-03
0.4 ._7_E-03
0.4 .1585-03
0.3 .tt75-03
0.3 .I_'5-03
0.2 .966_-04
0.2 .6205-04
0.2 .8845-04
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Figure 1: Booster Locations Selected for Base Heating Analysis
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CBII
CP12
CB12
0-- _" o I
CB11 CBl2 CB13
FiEu_re 2: Core Locations Selected Eor Base Heating Analysis
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Table 1: ALS Booster Incident Plume Radiation P_tes (Btu/sq-ft-sec)
ALS BOOSTER
INCIDENT PLUME RADIATION RATES (Btu/sq-ft-sec)
BODY POINT
, |
35 NOZZLE AREA RATIO
ALTITUDE (kFT)
0 I i0 l 30 I 50I I
BBI
BB2
BB3
BNI
BN2
BSl
BS2
I i00
7.0 6.6 4.8 2.5 1.3
7.0 6.6 4.8 2.5 1.3
7.9 7.4 4.5 2.3 0.7
21.0 18.0 11.7 9.2 7.0
10.5 9.0 4.5 3.5 3.0
13.4 12. 6.2 4.2 1.6
3.7 3.3 1.5 0.8 0.6
45 NOZZLE ARY__ RATIO
m
BODY POINT
BBI
BB2
BB3
BNI
BN2
BSI
BS2
ALTITUDE (kFT)
o I io ,' 30 ,' 5o I ioo
6.4 6.1 4.1 2.2 1.3
6.8 6.4 3.7 1.9 i.I
6.8 6.4 3.7 1.9 I.I
28.0 24.0 12.0 8.5 6.0
14.0 12.5 4.9 3.5 3.0
13.4 12.0 6.2 4.2 1.6
3.7 3.3 1.5 0.8 0.6
/
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